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Meeting Summary    
April 12, 2019 

Accepted May 10, 2019 

    

Call to Order 
 

The Chair, Sen. Chenette, called the Government Oversight Committee to order at 9:07 a.m. in the Burton Cross 

Building. 

 

Attendance 

 
 Senators:   Sen. Chenette, Sen. Davis, Sen. Keim and Sen. Timberlake   

      Joining the meeting in progress:  Sen. Libby and Sen. Sanborn  

       

 Representatives:      Rep. Mastraccio, Rep. Millett and Rep. O’Neil 

         Joining the meeting in progress:  Rep. Arata 

         Absent:  Rep. Dillingham and Rep. Pierce 

             

 Legislative Officers and Staff:     Danielle Fox, Director of OPEGA 

      Jennifer Henderson, Senior Analyst, OPEGA      

      Amy Gagne, Analyst, OPEGA     

      Etta Connors, Adm. Secretary, OPEGA     

            

 Executive Branch Officers   Laura Fortman, Commissioner, Department of Labor 

  and Staff Providing     Laura Boyett, Director, Unemployment Insurance Program, Department        

  Information to the Committee:        of Labor 

 

Introduction of Committee Members 
 

The members of the Government Oversight Committee introduced themselves. 

 

Summary of March 8, 2019 GOC Meeting 

 

The Meeting Summary of March 8, 2019 was accepted as written.   
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New Business 
 

No new business 

 

Unfinished Business 
 

Sen. Chenette noted that Commissioner Fortman could not be at the meeting until later in the morning so asked 

the Committee if agenda items could be taken out of order.  Members agreed and moved to “Continued discussion 

of Pine Tree Development Zone report pursuant to PL 2017, c. 440.” 

 

•  Continued discussion of Pine Tree Development Zone report pursuant to  PL 2017, c. 440  

 

 -  Possible legislative action    
 

Director Fox said at the last GOC meeting the Committee discussed the statute governing Pine Tree 

Development Zones (PTDZ) and the provision that was enacted last year directing OPEGA to do a review of 

specific performance measures by January 2021.  She referred the Committee to the draft legislation in their 

notebooks to review for the purposes of discussion that removes the language that OPEGA’s report be due by 

January 2021 and is nonspecific about when legislation based on that report could be introduced.   

 

Sen. Chenette said from the Committee members discussion at the last meeting, they thought the structure that 

OPEGA is already directed to follow by the direction of the GOC for review of PTDZ programs made more 

sense than setting a specific date or structure in statute. By removing the specific date of January 2021 it 

would allow the GOC to set priorities and the direction for OPEGA to do the PTDZ program review.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio said if the GOC decided to move forward with the PTDZ program draft legislation, it will be 

heard as a regular bill in the Innovation, Development, Economic Advancement and Business (IDEA) 

Committee which is an iteration of the former Labor, Commerce, Research and Economic Development 

(LCRED) Committee that voted on the legislation.   

 

Motion:  That the Government Oversight Committee approves moving forward with the draft Pine Tree 

Development Zone report legislation.  (Motion by Rep. Mastraccio, second by Sen. Keim) 

 

Discussion:  Sen. Timberlake was absent the last GOC meeting and asked for further information regarding 

the change in PTDZ legislation.  Director Fox said the GOC establishes a schedule of tax expenditure 

reviews.  OPEGA proposes a schedule according to statute that lumps tax expenditure reviews in a way that 

makes sense and lumps programs with similar objectives together.  That is the baseline of what OPEGA is 

directed to do by statute.  OPEGA completed a review of the PTDZ program based on a schedule established 

by the GOC in 2017.  Separate from the GOC’s work, legislation was considered last year that wanted another 

review of the PTDZ program within two years of the review OPEGA had just done and that is not consistent 

with the way the GOC sets the schedule of tax reviews.  One of the major intents of that legislation was to 

give new performance measures for when the PTDZ program is reviewed again.  The draft legislation just 

eliminates the date OPEGA will review the PTDZ program that the GOC set up and recognizes the structure 

the GOC has always followed of scheduling tax expenditure reviews rather than legislation doing that.    

 

Rep. Mastraccio added that the PTDZ program was due to expire in 2018 so it was a negotiated attempt to 

extend the PTDZ program for a 3 year limit versus the 5 years that was requested and the additional 

requirements for evaluation were inserted.  She thinks it is important that now the IDEA Committee 

understands why OPEGA is not going to be able to accomplish what the LCRED asked be done in the time 

period of January 2021.   
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Rep. Millett asked if the GOC was in any way sending a message to the IDEA Committee that the GOC 

thinks the PTDZ program ought to be extended longer than the original LCRED Committee’s decision last 

session.  Rep. Mastraccio did not think the GOC was and the IDEA Committee needs to understand the 

difficulty of what the LCRED Committee asked OPEGA to do in the legislation they passed last year in a 

session when the Committee was trying to extend the PTDZ program because they did not want to leave any 

new Administration without that tool. 

     

Vote:  The above motion passed by unanimous vote 10 -0.  (Sen. Sanborn voted on the motion when she 

arrived at the meeting.)        

 

• Request for review of Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services  

 

Director Fox noted that the GOC wanted to wait until the Sixth Amendment Center’s (Center) report n on 

Indigent Legal Services (MCILS) was complete before discussing Sen. Keim’s MCILS  review request.  The 

Center’s report was presented to the Judiciary Committee on April 4
th
 and copies were provided to the GOC.  

The Center did look at the MCILS program overall with a view towards the design of the system in terms of 

providing representation to indigent defendants.  The report also raised issues with regard to financial oversight 

and Director Fox referred to Finding 8 and Recommendations 4 and 5 of their report.   

 

Director Fox noted that there may be opportunity regarding the financial oversight of MCILS where the GOC 

may want to build upon what the Center’s report said.  The report does say there should be greater financial 

oversight, although it does not necessarily say how to do that.  Issues cited were over billing by attorneys who 

are vendors for the system and the GOC may want to look at the root causes of that over billing.  The reason(s) 

there were so many invoices that exceeded 40 hours (or whatever benchmark the GOC thinks is reasonable) and 

will look at the reasons why there were so many billings in excess of those hours.  Another question raised by 

the Center’s report, but not answered, is how and why there are billings in excess of $60, the statutory hourly 

rate for vendors within MCILS and why hourly rates were paid in excess of the $60.  There is also a contract for 

defense services in one county which is unique and is not how it is structured in other parts of the State.  A 

review could look at why that exists and how is it overseen.   

 

Director Fox referred to the letter the GOC previously received from John Pelletier, Executive Director of 

MCILS, indicating that MCILS had challenged a group of attorneys on some of their overbilling which resulted 

in an attorney doing a self-audit and finding that double billing occurred, which is going to result in 

reimbursement to MCILS.  The GOC may want OPEGA to look at what audit processes or controls does 

MCILS have in terms of ensuring that overbilling does not happen or that there are appropriate checks on those 

that are being paid for their services.   She said that is one area where there may be opportunity for the GOC to 

direct OPEGA to evaluate and look at potential future risks so if the Legislature decides to change, or direct the 

design of the way indigent legal services are provided, a review may help inform that process and put in place 

appropriate controls and checks to ensure that effective financial oversight by the Commission, or however it is 

structured, can occur.   

 

Director Fox said there is another issue raised with regard to screening of those who might be entitled to receive 

indigent legal representation.  The Center’s report focused mainly on the concerns of employees of MCILS 

doing the eligibility screening rather than someone independent.  There is limited resources in terms of paying 

attorneys to represent indigent clients and looking at how that screening occurs to ensure that those receiving 

the representation are indeed indigent and entitled to the representation.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio asked if vertical representation would be an issue in the billing and something the GOC would 

look at.  Director Fox thinks that would probably be seen during OPEGA’s preliminary research and, at that 

point, the GOC could decide if it was something they wanted OPEGA to look at further. 
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Director Fox was trying to give the GOC  ideas of things the Center identified as problems, but did not 

necessarily identify the root causes of those problems or provide specifics in terms of how to address and put 

appropriate checks in place so financial oversight can occur.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio said when listening to the Center present their report it was clear that there is a substantial 

amount of money that probably does not have any oversight, but that was not addressed in the Center’s report.   

Director Fox agreed and said during preliminary research OPEGA would look at that issue broadly and then 

drill down to more specifics. 

 

Sen. Keim noted that the Center’s report said “On top of this, these attorneys may also work on private cases.” 

and they bring that up as a concern because oversight of how many cases and time the lawyers are spending on 

these cases.   They looked at the Federal Defender Services Division and found that the same attorneys that rose 

to the top with high billing were also taking cases in Federal Court.  She thought if the attorney has a substantial 

private practice and are taking on a lot of indigent legal services hours than that should be looked at.   

 

Director Fox said OPEGA would be looking at financial oversight very broadly.  The above suggestions were 

examples of opportunities for the GOC to see where OPEGA would not be duplicating efforts of the Center’s 

report and area where they raised questions, but did not identify the root causes or lay out a blueprint of how to 

provide that level of financial oversight that the GOC might want to see.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio said at today’s meeting all the GOC was going to vote on is whether they want to go ahead 

with the preliminary research which means they will be voting to put the topic on the work plan and begin the 

preliminary research so the Committee can then decide what the scope of the review would be. 

 

Director Fox said OPEGA would plan how they will conduct their preliminary research and then would come 

back to the GOC with recommended scope questions.   

 

Sen. Keim said the Center’s report points the GOC in the right direction and she thinks they can make good use 

of the investment the Legislature has already put into MCILS by further tackling the topic.  She thinks there are 

a lot of unanswered questions. 

  

Motion:  That the Government Oversight Committee add Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services to the 

GOC’s work plan.  (Motion by Sen. Keim, second by Rep. Mastraccio) 

 

Discussion:  Rep. Millett asked if the Chair could restate the motion so he knows exactly what he is voting on.  

Sen. Chenette said the motion is adding the preliminary review of Indigent Legal Services regarding the 

financial piece to the work plan so that OPEGA can begin preliminary research, bring that information to the 

GOC and then they will vote on approving the scope of a full review.  The GOC is beginning a process to 

review MCILS based on the recommendations of the Sixth Amendment Center’s report.  Rep. Millett said in 

2009 the Legislature took the responsibility for assuring that the truly indigent defendants had right to counsel 

away from the Judicial Department and was impressed by the proposal of retired Justice Robert Clifford.  He 

does not want to move away from that constitutional oversight requirement.  Rep. Millett’s background since 

that time has been on a financial oversight side and is why he asked for clarity.  He has looked at the Center’s 

findings and recommendations and has no problem with any of them.  However, he does not want to lose sight 

of the lack of quality oversight by the current structure and the lack of serious fiduciary controls over billing.  

He agrees with OPEGA doing an extended review of the financial components of the Center’s findings and 

recommendations.       

 

Sen. Chenette thought Rep. Millett made a good point and said it is his understanding that OPEGA will dig a 

little deeper than the Center’s report provided.  Specifically, there are no mandatory audits from the 

Commission and that is a red flag.  OPEGA may have specific recommendations on what the financial oversight 

and structure could look like because the Center’s report did not articulate concrete steps regarding auditing and 

oversight.   
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Sen. Keim referred to effective representation brought up by Rep. Millett because there is significant concern 

about that issue as well.  The Judiciary Committee will be looking at how to ensure effective representation.  

The financial piece is concerning, but also are people getting the representation they need.  Perhaps that should 

or should not be included in what the GOC is asking OPEGA to review.  Sen. Chenette thought the financial 

piece is very correlated with the effective service that is being provided, or the lack thereof.  When you are 

talking about workload, the number of cases, the amount of money to one attorney and some overbilling issues, 

it seems from the Center’s report that there might be individuals that are not meeting with clients on a regular 

basis because of the workload and other factors and there might be a financial component to that.  He thinks if 

OPEGA can dig deep and understand, not only the financial component, but maybe a potential solution, it might 

start to open a conversation about does that then alleviate some of the workload issues and the amount of cases 

individuals can take on.   

 

Sen. Libby wondered if at the time the GOC was looking at the scope for the review if the State Auditor’s 

Office could be a resource.       

 

Vote:  Motion passed by unanimous vote 10 -0.  (Sen. Sanborn voted on the motion when she arrived at the 

meeting.) 

 

• Progress report on ReEmployME System review 

 

Director Fox said the ReEmployME System review was assigned to OPEGA last year after reports of concerns 

with the implementation and rollout of the ReEmployME System (System).  OPEGA provided the GOC a 

memo with some of their concerns with regard to what was being found during preliminary research and 

thought at this point it might be helpful for the Committee to get an update from the Department of Labor’s 

(DOL) Commissioner on how things are currently functioning with the System.   

 

Sen. Chenette recognized Commissioner Fortman. 

   

 -  Laura Fortman, Commissioner, Department of Labor  (A copy of the Commissioner’s testimony is  

attached to the meeting summary.) 

 

Commissioner Fortman thanked the GOC for inviting her to the meeting.  One of the issues that came to her 

attention was the unemployment insurance system (System), the concern about it and the fact that the 

GOC/OPEGA were looking into the matter.  She was delighted that was happening because it is much easier 

to come into a situation where someone has done some of the groundwork, especially in a complicated 

program.  The Commissioner was looking forward to some guidance and advice on how she could move 

forward.  

 

Commissioner Fortman thinks there are two issues at DOL that have to be addressed.  One is culture and what 

is happening with the people at DOL and the other is the technical aspects of the program.  The first thing she 

did in regard to workplace culture was to bring back on staff the former Director of the Unemployment 

Insurance Program (UIP), Laura Boyett.  The other hire she made is Deputy Commissioner Kimberly Smith. 

She also sent out an email to DOL staff letting them know she wanted to hear from them what they were 

experiencing, areas that improvements could be made and what things were going well.  The Commissioner 

held a meeting with the shop stewards because understands that some folks might be reluctant to come 

directly to management.  Her goal was to open lines of communication.   

 

Sen. Chenette said it appeared that DOL was testing the System for a year and a half and would assume 

during that time staff were seeing what the new System looked like on their screens and would have gotten 

comfortable with it before it rolled out.  He asked if DOL staff were not included in seeing what the System 

looked like.  The Commissioner said, although she was not there so could not say exactly when they started 
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looking at the screen, she thought it was a smaller test committee that was working on it and did not know 

when the full team was exposed to the new screens.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio asked if there was pressure from the vendor to implement the System at that time because of 

a money issue.  Commissioner Fortman would not say it was the vendor representative, she would say that it 

was pressure for the funding.  It was federal funds and time limited.  If people had the choice, they would 

have preferred delaying the rollout.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio asked if State funding was used to pay for training that was a direct result of the early roll 

out.  Commissioner Fortman said it is not State funding, it is federal funds that the State receives to perform 

the functions.  There was also money the State received from the Reed Act before the recession hit that was 

still available to draw down.  No State dollars were used in the training or administration of the System. 

 

Rep. Mastraccio said in December 2017 the System was rolled out and legislators were having a difficult time 

communicating with the Administration in 2018.  The Commissioner said any employer tax dollars that come 

into the unemployment insurance trust fund can only be used to pay benefits and the administration of the 

program is federal dollars.   

 

Sen. Libby noted a concern heard was that it appeared the Administration had a preference for using 

temporary workers as opposed to filling permanent positions during the period of crisis and asked if that 

practice is continuing.  Commissioner Fortman said there still are temporary workers employed at DOL and if 

they are there for more than a year DOL would be turning them into full-time positions so they do need to be 

temporary position.  Workloads are at levels that can be handled and the wait-times for people calling in have  

gone down.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio noted that some people did not have computers and asked how well is it advertised by DOL 

that individuals can sign up for unemployment compensation by phone.  Commissioner Fortman said there is 

nothing about the unemployment system that is easy, so does not want to make it sound like it is simple.  If 

there is anything they can do to improve its user friendliness, they are open to it.  When someone files their 

initial claim, they receive a packet of information and their options for filing their claim are listed.  They can 

file their claim on-line, call in or use paper.   

 

Sen. Libby noted that the wait times for calls is moving in the right direction and asked what the 

Commissioner’s wait time target is.  Commissioner Fortman said if DOL can get down to 5 minutes that 

would be good and said there have been days recently that people have been able to get through immediately.  

He asked if DOL can get to the 5 minute wait time goal with existing staff.  Ms. Boyett said they can during 

the summer and fall when unemployment claims are lower, but during the winter months no. 

  

Sen. Libby knew that DOL was having trouble with the System and there were several payments made to the 

vendor to try to correct issues and asked if State dollars were used for those payments.  Commissioner 

Fortman said no, but noted State dollars could be used on UIP, but DOL has not, up to this point, gone to the 

Legislature to request State money to help fund this program.  As the federal dollars continue to shrink, Maine 

and other states are working with their federal partners to try to figure out if there is another mechanism for 

identifying how they get those funds because if it continues at the same rate, at some point it does become 

unsustainable.   

 

Sen. Chenette asked if there was any indication that the vendor was responsible more than DOL staff when it 

came to some of the issues with the System roll-out.  If the vendor was at fault in any step in the process if 

there is a way to get money back, even though it may be federal dollars that could be re-appropriated to utilize 

for the same mission.  Commissioner Fortman had not dug into that issue, but would think it would be 

whatever the procurement agreement is.  It is not unusual to include those kinds of performance measures in 

the procurement document.  She said there is ongoing maintenance and systems upgrades by the vendor so  
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there is an ongoing relationship in order to make sure that the systems are maintained, upgraded and 

enhancements are made so that relationship is continuing.  The US Department of Labor is very happy with 

how this is happening and it is the only consortium model that has been successful.   

 

Rep. Millett asked how the GOC and OPEGA staff can be helpful in the technological interface of where 

DOL is now and where State policy makers want to go in the future because they all want to be helping 

people get their claims processed in a timely way and a friendly portal is key.  He noted that the GOC has four 

members on the Appropriations and Financial Affairs Committee and that Committee has an opportunity and 

obligation to work on DOL’s budget and finalize it in the contexts of are there resources there to adequately 

move forward in a positive way.  He asked if OIT is helping DOL interface their improvements with the 

vendor.  He would appreciate any recommendations the Commissioner might have for where she needs help 

and the GOC can zoom in on whatever they think OPEGA could do to be helpful. 

 

Rep. Mastraccio noted that OPEGA did a review on OIT and that some of the report recommendations have 

never been implemented and that many of the same problems just keep cycling.  The GOC has gone over that 

report several times since she has been on the Committee and thinks it may be a good time to review it again.  

This GOC needs to have a discussion regarding technology so she does not think they are ready to remove the 

ReEmployME System topic from the work plan.   

 

Rep. Millett agreed and thinks the GOC needs guidance before next fall because technology is a good part of 

it.   

 

Director Fox thought it might be helpful to have more discussion because OPEGA’s role is not usually one of 

a consultant on best practices unless something has already been implemented and are not technical or 

interface experts.  Further discussion regarding what OPEGA’s involvement would be, if any, would be 

welcomed.   

 

Sen. Chenette said the vendor is being paid for maintenance and improvements in an ongoing relationship and 

would assume that they are supposed to be “the experts” not OPEGA or anyone else.  He asked where the 

vendor was preparing DOL for the challenging times of the year and prepping the systems to handle the 

workload.  Commissioner Fortman said there is a team working on the System which is made up of a 

combination of DOL staff and the consultants.  She would be happy to either have Ms. Boyett, or someone 

from her staff, give an overview to the Committee if that would be helpful.  The team has weekly meetings 

doing exactly what Sen. Chenette talked about.   

 

Rep. Millett thought it might be helpful if the Commissioner was available for the next GOC meeting for 

further discussion.  Other members of the Committee agreed.   

 

Motion:  Move to table the discussion on ReEmployME System pending hearing from Laura Boyett, Director 

of the Unemployment Insurance Program.  (Motion by Rep. Mastraccio, second by Sen. Davis, passed by 

unanimous vote 10-0.)  (Sen. Sanborn voted on the motion when she arrived at the meeting.) 

           

The members of the Committee thanked Commissioner Fortman for being at meeting, providing information 

and for answering their questions.      

     

•  Continued discussion of prioritizing annual work plan 

             

Director Fox referred members to the revised GOC-Biennial Plan for Program Reviews and Projects.  (A copy 

is attached to the Meeting Summary.)   

 

One topic on the Stand-by List that the GOC voted on earlier in the meeting is the Maine Commission on 

Indigent Legal Services topic which was moved to the Approved section of the work plan. 
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The Director was looking for the GOC to be making decisions regarding prioritizing or taking topics off the 

work plan.  Sen. Chenette noted that the Tax Expenditure reviews are in a different ordering process so will not 

be included in the discussion.   

 

Sen. Libby noted that on page 4 of the work plan there are two topics, Public Utilities Commission and Publicly 

Funded Programs for Children (birth to age 5) that are over five years old and wondered if a topic has not made 

it to the research phase in five years, perhaps the interest has waned on those items and the Committee might 

consider taking it off the work plan.   

 

Sen. Chenette thought it would be helpful to know why a topic was added to the Stand-by List.  He referred to 

the PUC topic, noting there are currently a lot of interesting dynamics currently at work with the PUC, but 

probably not based on the initial scope the GOC voted on to add the topic to the Stand-by List.  Director Fox 

said OPEGA has done very little work on the topics and no actions have been taken besides discussion by the  

 

Motion:  That DHHS Audit Functions, Public Utilities Commission and Publicly Funded Programs for 

Children (birth to age 5) be taken off the work plan.  (Motion by Sen. Libby) 

 

Rep. Mastraccio said she would second the motion if Sen. Libby would agree to a friendly amendment that he 

look at other topics, noting that the sponsor of the Maine Law Enforcement Agencies Undercover Operations is 

on the GOC and would like to have that topic taken off the work plan.  She would also remove from the Stand-

by List the Maine Power Options and Independent Living Services topics.  Sen. Libby agreed to Rep. 

Mastraccio’s friendly amendment to his motion.   

 

Sen. Chenette restated Sen. Libby’s motion.   

 

Motion:  That the GOC remove all of the items on the Stand-by List in addition to the Approved – Pending 

planning topic of the DHHS Audit Functions.  (Motion by Sen. Libby, second by Rep. Mastraccio.) 

 

Discussion:  Sen Keim asked if the topics came in as a specific request from someone saying there is a problem 

here and look at these or are they topics that got put on the list as low-level requests.  Director Fox said they 

were added to the work plan before her time with OPEGA.  Topics come before the GOC in various ways and 

she could provide the Committee with that information.   

 

Sen. Timberlake referred to the DHHS Audit Functions topic and did not know if it included where the Fund for 

a Healthy Maine money is spent and thought there were programs at DHHS that should be audited.   

 

Sen. Chenette asked if Director Fox had clarification of whether the DHHS Audit Functions topic included the 

Fund for a Healthy Maine.  Director Fox did not have the information.  Sen. Chenette asked if other members 

had hesitation regarding taking the DHHS Audit Functions off the work plan.  Director Fox said if OPEGA has 

a lack of potential projects they would come back to the Committee with perhaps a more current concern of a 

program.  The DHHS Audit Functions is an approved project so there was a Committee discussion, but does not 

refer specifically to a Fund for a Healthy Maine.  The GOC could bring the topic back with a more specific 

request.   

 

Sen. Timberlake would like to have the DHHS Audit Functions topic pulled from the motion until the 

Committee can have a report back from Director Fox of whether it includes the Fund for a Healthy Maine.   

 

Sen. Keim asked if the GOC could vote to remove everything on the Stand-by List and then wait for a report 

back from Director Fox regarding the DHHS Audit Functions topic.  

 

Sen. Libby said the DHHS Audit Functions topic was vague and put on the work plan in 2013.  He did not 

know if the original discussion involved the Fund for a Healthy Maine.  Director Fox said OPEGA would be 

looking broadly at all DHHS Audit Functions for all of their programs so would be looking at the way the 
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Department, as a whole, audits each of their programs and would not necessarily be specific to the Fund for a 

Healthy Maine.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio suggested taking the DHHS Audit Functions topic off the Approved – Pending planning 

section and put it on the Stand-by list.  Sen. Timberlake said he would agree to that.     

 

Sen. Libby said if Rep. Mastraccio, the seconder to his motion, would agree to withdraw the motion, he would 

move to withdraw his motion to make another one.  Rep. Mastraccio withdrew her second on the previous 

motion. 

 

Motion:  That the Government Oversight Committee remove 5 topics on the Stand-by List – 1. Maine Law 

Enforcement, 2. Independent Living, 3. Maine Power Options, 4. Public Utilities Commission and 5. Publicly 

Funded Programs for Children (birth to age 5) and move the DHHS Audit Functions to the Stand-by List.  

(Motion by Sen. Libby, second by Sen. Davis, passed by unanimous vote 10-0.).  (Sen. Sanborn voted on the 

motion when she arrived at the meeting.) 

  

Sen. Chenette noted that the Committee will wait for more information before deciding what to do with the 

Special Project: Office of Child and Family Services.  He asked the Director if it would be helpful if the GOC 

prioritized their top three projects.  Director Fox said working on two projects is the best way to manage  

OPEGA’s resources, but if the Committee wanted to prioritize their top three topics that would be helpful.   

 

Sen. Chenette said from previous meetings it seemed like the CPS: Out of Home Placements for Children 

Removed from Care by DHHS/OCFS would be their top priority.  Rep. Mastraccio thinks Maine Commission 

on Indigent Legal Services would have to take precedent over the Maine Citizen Initiative Process which is still 

in Fieldwork.  Director Fox said if the Committee agreed that the three projects with priority are the CPS: Out 

of Home Placements, Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services and Maine Citizen Initiative Process, 

OPEGA could find a way to keep all of them moving at the same time.   

 

Motion:  That the Government Oversight Committee agrees that the three topics on the work plan with the 

highest priority are the CPS: Out of Home Placements for Children Removed From Care by DHHS/OCFS, 

Maine Citizen Initiative Process and Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services.  (Motion by Rep. 

Mastraccio, second by Sen. Davis, passed unanimous vote 10-0).  (Sen. Sanborn voted on the motion when she 

arrived at the meeting.) 

  

Report from Director 
      

• Status of projects in process 

 

OPEGA is in fieldwork on the Maine Citizen Initiative Process review and anticipates have a report to the 

GOC this calendar year so if there were actionable recommendations they could be taken up in the Second 

Regular Session.  The Reimbursement for Business Equipment Tax Exemption to Municipalities (BETE) 

and Reimbursement for Taxes Pain on Certain Business Property (BETR) is in fieldwork and perhaps at 

the next meeting OPEGA will be able to give the GOC more information on the status of that review.  

Depending on where things go with the Pine Tree Development Zones report legislation, OPEGA will begin 

work on Maine Capital Investment Credit review if the date is removed on the second PTDZ report due date.  

Also ongoing in accordance with statute is the latest Expedited Tax Expenditure review which is focused on 

charitable tax exemptions and should be a discussion agenda item around July 2019.   

    

Planning for upcoming meetings  
 

Sen. Chenette said they heard from DHHS Commissioner  Lambrew that she would like to bring with her to the 

meeting the new Director of OCFS, Dr. Todd Landry.  He will start his new job at DHHS on April 29
th
.  The 

Commissioner and Dr. Landry have been working together to develop their plan for improvements of OCFS, as 
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well as the system as a whole and the Commissioner asked if the GOC thought it would be better to have them 

both at the meeting when they presented their action plan for improvements.   

 

Rep. Mastraccio noted that the GOC had originally scheduled Commissioner Lambrew’s report back for the April 

26
th
 meeting, but said it would be rescheduled to May 10

th
.  She and Sen. Chenette discussed the need to meet on 

April 26 and if members agreed, the April 26
th
 meeting would be cancelled.  Also because the May 24

th
 meeting is 

the Friday before Memorial Day, suggested moving that meeting to May 31
st
.  Sen. Chenette said the next two 

meetings will be May 10 and May 31.  Members of the Committee agreed.   

 

Director Fox noted that Laura Boyett, Director of UIP at DOL will also be at the May 10
th
 meeting.     

 

Next GOC meeting date 

 

The next GOC meeting is scheduled for Friday, May 10, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. 

     

Adjourn 

 

The Chair, Sen. Chenette, adjourned the meeting at 10:55 a.m. on the motion by Sen. Davis, second by  

Rep. Millett, unanimous. 
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Government Oversight Committee –Biennial Plan for Program Reviews and Projects (updated 3/25/19) 
Prepared by the Office of Program Evaluation and Government Accountability 

 

 
Project Topic 

 
Responsible 

Agency 

 
General Scope 

 
Detailed scope 

available? 
 

 
OPEGA phase 

GOC vote 
on project 

re: 
biennial 

plan 
4/12/19 

Approved*  
GOC has voted to direct OPEGA to conduct the following reviews/projects 

 

Maine Citizen Initiative Process 
 
Request Received: 10/2/2017 
GOC approved: 11/9/2017 
 

Sec. of State 
 
Governmental Ethics 
& Election Practices 
 
ME Legislature 
 

Trends in activity and characteristics for people’s 
veto and direct initiatives over time; geographic 
distribution of signatures collected on efforts 
qualified for ballot; and potential opportunities for 
improved efficiency, transparency and accountability 
in the referendum process. 

Yes 
 
Approved: 
1/26/2018 
 

Fieldwork  

CPS: Out of Home Placements for 
Children Removed from Care by 
DHHS/OCFS 
 
Per GOC: 3/22/2019 
 

Dept. of Health and 
Human Services / 
Office of Child and 
Family Services 
 
Various entities, 
providers 

Assess the availability and types of out-of-home 
placement options; the extent to which hoteling 
occurs; the recruitment, retention, training, and 
licensing of foster parents; responsibilities of foster 
parents; the extent to which OCFS provides various 
supports to foster parents. 
 

 (awaiting GOC 
prioritization, 
additions, 
subtractions of 
approved 
projects) 

 

Follow-up Survey: OCFS Frontline 
Workers 
 
Per GOC: 3/22/2019 
 

Dept. of Health and 
Human Services / 
Office of Child and 
Family Services 
 

Gather perspectives of OCFS staff (intake, 
assessment, permanency) subsequent to DHHS 
implementation of changes using replicated survey 
questions from the initial project; evaluate staff 
views of work load, quality of work, adequacy of 
resources, job satisfaction, among other factors.  
 

 Planning  
 

 

ReEmployME System 
 
Request Received:  3/9/2018 
GOC approved: 3/23/2018 

ME Dept. of Labor 
 
Office of Information 
Technology 

Maine’s involvement in the four-state unemployment 
system consortium; development and 
implementation of ReEmployME system; and DOL 
response(s) to post-implementation issues 
experienced by claimants and potential claimants. 

 Preliminary 
Research  
(direction 
pending 
scheduled DOL 
comment before 
GOC) 
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Special Project: OCFS 
 
Per GOC motion:6/28/2018 
 

Dept. of Health and 
Human Services / 
Office of Child and 
Family Services 
 

Assess status of DHHS child protective strategic 
initiatives (presented 5/18) and impact of those 
initiatives on noted areas for concern or 
improvement. 

No Paused per 
GOC vote 
3/22/19 
(pending update 
from DHHS) 

 

Tax Expenditure Evaluation: 
Reimbursement for Business Equipment 
Tax Exemption to Municipalities (BETE) 
Reimbursement for Taxes Paid on 
Certain Business Property (BETR) 
 
Per statute: 3 MRSA §998 
 

Maine Revenue 
Services 
 
Municipal 
Government 

Fiscal impacts, effectiveness of program design; 
extent to which program is achieving intended 
purposes and goals; extent to which program is 
coordinated with, complementary to or duplicative of 
other programs with similar purposes and goals. 

Yes 
 
Parameters 
approved: 
 

Fieldwork  

Tax Expenditure Evaluation: 
Maine Capital Investment Credit 
 
Per statue: 3 MRSA §998-1001 

Maine Revenue 
Services 

Fiscal impacts, effectiveness of program design; 
extent to which program is achieving intended 
purposes and goals; extent to which program is 
coordinated with, complementary to or duplicative of 
other programs with similar purposes and goals. 

Yes 
 
Parameters 
approved: 
 

Planning 
 (not yet active) 

 

Expedited Tax Expenditure Review: 
Charitable exemptions 
 
Per Statute: 3 MRSA §998-1001 

Maine Revenue 
Services  

Fiscal impacts, administrative costs; extent to which 
it is consistent with and effective in implementing 
broad tax policy; effectiveness of design; adequate 
mechanism to ensure compliance by intended 
beneficiaries. 

See 3 MRSA 
§1000 

  

*Pine Tree Development Zones pursuant 
to P.L. 2017 ch. 440  
30-A MRSA §5250-P (2) 
(LD 1654 from 128th Legislature) 
Not approved by GOC – enacted as 
legislation separate from established tax 
expenditure review schedule. 
 
Statutory due date:  1/15/2021 

Dept. of Economic 
and Community 
Development 
 
Maine Revenue 
Services 

Fiscal impacts, effectiveness of program design; 
extent to which program is achieving intended 
purposes and goals; extent to which program is 
coordinated with, complementary to or duplicative of 
other programs with similar purposes and goals. 
 
GOC and OPEGA shall consider public policy 
objective of PTDZ as described (new) under  
30-A MRSA §5250-P (2)(A) and performance 
measures listed in (2)(B). 

See 30-A MRSA 
§5250-P(2) 

 Would 
require 
statutory 
change to 
remove or 
change 
report date 

Approved - Pending planning 
GOC has voted to direct OPEGA to conduct these projects – but inactive due to GOC prioritizing other projects 

 

DHHS Audit Functions 
 
Request Received: 2/2013 
GOC approved: 4/16/2013 
 

Dept. of Health and 
Human Services 

Effectiveness of DHHS audit functions in identifying 
and addressing fraud, waste and abuse in programs 
administered by the department. 

No No action  
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Substance Abuse Treatment Programs in 
Corrections System 
 
Request Received: 3/27/2009 
Placed on stand-by list: 3/27/2009 
GOC approved: 8/23/2017  

Dept. of Corrections 
 
Dept. of Health and 
Human Services / 
Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health 
Services 

Effectiveness and/or cost-effectiveness of programs 
in rehabilitating participants and reducing recidivism. 

No No action  

Recently Completed 
OPEGA reviews presented to GOC in this calendar year (2019) 

 

CPS Special Project:  OCFS Frontline 
Worker Perspectives 
 

Dept. of Health and 
Human Services / 
Office of Child and 
Family Services 
 

Gather input and perspectives from OCFS 
caseworkers and supervisors on factors impacting 
staff retention and effectiveness and efficiency in 
child protective work. 

No Presented: 
2/22/2019 
Endorsed: 
3/22/2019 

 

Tax Expenditure Evaluation: Employment 
Tax Increment Financing 
 
Per Statute 3 MRSA §998 

Maine Revenue 
Services 
 
Dept. of Economic 
and Community 
Development 

Fiscal impacts, effectiveness of program design; 
extent to which program is achieving intended 
purposes and goals; extent to which program is 
coordinated with, complementary to or duplicative of 
other programs with similar purposes and goals. 

Yes Presented: 
1/25/2019 
Endorsed: 
2/8/2019 
 

 

Stand-by List  
Requests for reviews that GOC considers potential projects (by vote) – but not yet voted by GOC directing OPEGA to conduct 

 

Maine Commission on Indigent Legal 
Services 
 
Request received: 2/2017 
Added to stand-by: 3/2017 
(new request by Sen. Keim for rapid review 
2/22/19) 

MCILS Effectiveness of the commission in meeting its 
mission and economical use of resources.  (2019 
request provides more specific recommendations for 
scope) 

   

Maine Law Enforcement Agencies 
Undercover Operations 
 
Request received: 2/17/2017 
Added to stand-by: 4/28/2017 

Various law 
enforcement 
agencies 

 Approval process for undercover operations 

 Oversight of undercover operations  

 Controls on the length of the operations 

 Funding for undercover operations 

 The role of the AG, if any, in approval and 
oversight 
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Independent Living Services 
 
Request Received: 5/19/2016 
Added to stand-by: 4/14/2017 (taken off list 
of approved projects) 

Dept. of Labor 
 
Dept. of Health and 
Human Services 

 Alignment of programs and resources with 
needs of eligible client population 

 Efficient use of resources 

 Compliance with State and federal program 
and funding requirements 

 Coordination among programs 

 Effectiveness of programs and services in 
support of independent living 

   

Maine Power Options 
 
 
Request received:2/17/17 
Added to stand-by: 2/17/17 

ME Municipal Bond 
Bank 
 
ME Health and 
Higher Education 
Authority 

 Effectiveness of the program in meeting intent 

 Effectiveness and transparency of RFP and 
contractor selection process for electricity 
supply 

 Public transparency of MPO activities and 
decisions 

   

Public Utilities Commission 
 
Request received: Per GOC after report on 
PUC 9/2013 
Added to stand-by:  (taken off list of 
approved projects and removed to on-deck) 

PUC Assessment of extent to which the PUC 
independently assesses risks and costs associated 
with ensuring safe, reasonable and adequate 
electrical services. 

   

Publicly Funded Programs for Children (birth 
to age 5) 
 
Request received: Per GOC after report on 
Child Dev. Services by OPEGA 7/2012 
Added to stand-by: 9/2012  

Dept. of Education 
 
Dept. of Health and 
Human Services 
 

Strengths and weaknesses, including gaps, overlap 
and coordination, in the State’s current programs for 
children birth to 5 years of age. 
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